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DEAR
TIGI NATION,

I

can’t believe we’re nearing the close of yet another year. It
seems like only a few months ago that I joined this amazing
family of artistry and creativity and I couldn’t possibly be
more proud of the year we’ve had together. I’ve found so

much joy in meeting so many of you throughout the year and look
forward to our continued partnership.
I would say the highlight of my time here at TIGI, and perhaps my
career, was #TIGIWorldRelease15. I can’t possibly put this truly
memorable experience into words, but hope you will enjoy reliving
it with me throughout the next few pages. The education, creativity,
and production was second to none and I will be forever grateful to
Anthony Mascolo, Robert Lobetta, and the entire International
Creative Team, as well as the entire team “behind the scenes” for
pouring their hearts and souls into this fabulous event. I am already
looking forward to the next!
Traditionally, October is Breast Cancer Awareness month and as an
industry we have shown our support with pink products and pink
promotions for years. This year at TIGI, we decided to go beyond
breast cancer and lend our support for fighting all types of cancer
and join forces with the amazing Stand Up to Cancer organization.
One in four people will die from cancer and we wanted to fight this
disease head on. Stand Up To Cancer is a groundbreaking initiative
created to accelerate innovative cancer research that will get new
therapies to patients quickly and help save lives now. Please join us
by wearing the orange bracelets found on the back of our promotional
packs and know that a little of your support, goes a long way in helping
to save lives.
We have lots of other activity happening in these last few months of
the year, so take advantage of great offers for
holiday with our on-trend TIGI pouch your
clients will love, our new TIGI® copyright©olour™
shades: Cool antique golds, vintage rose
golds and chocolate suedes, cocktailing tips
for use with Joyride, or exploring the
new Autumn/Winter trends
with Catwalk®.
Thank you for the gift of
your support of TIGI…
Wishing you a very happy,
healthy and colourful holiday
season with family and friends,

Elisa Fischer
GM, TIGI® Americas

WORLD RELEASE

O

Over 2000 hairdressers from
across the globe descended on
The Aria Resort in Las Vegas for
TIGI World Release 2015. The
2-day conference gave guests an
opportunity to see everything new TIGI has
to offer, as well as the chance to meet and
chat with their peers, sit in the sun and sip
a cocktail or two, and of course, enjoy the
glitz, entertainment and excitement that is
unique to Las Vegas.
As the hour of the first show approached,
the audience poured through the doors,
running to get a seat with a view! The Show
began with a fast moving presentation of
cuts and colours from new TIGI Collection
2016. Effortlessly styled and highly wearable,
these are looks any hairdresser can immediately
use in their own salon. Each individual
look showed the importance of cut and
colour working in synergy to enhance the
overall hairstyle.

ROCKS VEGAS
photography by
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And, since young talent is close to Anthony
Mascolo’s heart, he made sure to introduce
6 young hairdressers from the UK, U.S. and
German TIGI Inspirational Youth Teams.
The young stylists had been selected to
come to Vegas to work backstage with the
team. Each hairdresser was introduced
before telling the audience what they had
personally gained as part of their journey
with TIGI Inspirational Youth.
There were plenty of #HAIRTHRILLS in
the Finale Show. From good to evil with a
tantalizing nod to “50 Shades” and a colourful
ending, each section of the finale show was
introduced and ignited, by fast-moving male
dancers. With different textures, sculptural
shapes and painted wigs, the audience were
on the edge of their seats throughout the
show. The finale culminated in a rousing
standing ovation, before the 2000 + audience
were invited to get dancing to start the TIGI
Neon After Party.

On the 2nd day of
World Release, TIGI
brought together
the details of our
education programs,
showing cutting and
colouring techniques
relevant to today’s
salon hairdresser,
with information on
product usage for
styling and finishing
perfection.
World Release closed
with an on-stage photo shoot. Anthony and
the team gave a very personal insight into
how they work together to create the imagery
so synonymous with TIGI branding. Taking
looks from the new TIGI Collection and the
catwalk, the Team showed they are experts
at creating hair that definitely, interprets
fashion and all about wearable looks.
It was a non-stop 2 days of hair thrills giving
the audience ideas, information and great
memories to take back to their own salons
and share with their own team and clients.
#TIGIWORLDRELEASE15 Exposed inside
with exclusive special edition insert.

This presentation was followed by an on-stage
section of both cutting and colouring.
Taking the primary position on stage was
Anthony Mascolo and his nephew, Zak Mascolo,
with other senior TIGI International Creative
Directors, showed the latest techniques
from the collection including, base shading,
two-tier glazing, marble shading and
abstract shading.
At the end of the section, Anthony Mascolo
stunned the audience when he announced:
“I’m tired of creating different versions of
the undercut, let’s do something different!”
Pulling out clippers, he proceeded to clipper
off his model’s hair to create a short, and it
has to be said, stunning crop, perfectly
enhancing the pale blonde colour tones
created by Christel Lundqvist.
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new dawn is rising in TIGI Education. With just under 200
total members of TIGI Education, our educators bring the
best of the best in professional hairdressing to each and every
class they teach and salon they enter. During the Art Team
meeting this June at the TIGI Academy of Advanced Hairdressing in
Soho NYC, our TIGI educators were given in-depth training on the cutting
and colouring techniques from the TIGI Collection 2016. Following the
Art Team meeting, TIGI Educators had two months to brush up on their
collection knowledge before they taught the TIGI Collection 2016 techniques
LIVE onstage at World Release 2015 in Las Vegas!
Are you interested in reigniting your creative vision and learning the same
techniques that were taught onstage at World Release? Come on a two
day journey with the TIGI International Creative Team during our
World Release Exposed class! Held on November 2nd and 3rd at the
TIGI Academy of Advanced Hairdressing in NYC, attendees will:
— Get in-depth, hands-on education on the TIGI Collection 2016
— View the latest fashion trends straight from runways around the world
— Witness a LIVE photo shoot
As if that wasn’t enough, we’ll be offering an exclusive 50% discount on the
NEW TIGI Collection 2016 to course attendees. Do you think you can
handle two full days of intense and inspiring TIGI education? Contact
our Academy team at academy.nyc@tigihaircare.com or 212.702.9771 for
more information!

#TIGISTANDSUP
In 2015 1,658,370 new cancer cases will be diagnosed*. TIGI® donated $50,000
to Stand Up To Cancer, a program of the Entertainment Industry Foundation, to support
Stand Up To Cancer’s mission of accelerating innovative cancer research that will get new
therapies to patients quickly and save lives now.

JOYRIDE

MASTER
MIXOLOGY

It’s time to get schooled with JOYRIDE™! Join the masterclass and get your #hairthrills with our new Super Styler
that’s destined to become a station must-have to create the ultimate Bed Head® look.

BASE SHADING

TWO TIER GLAZING

FORMULA 1 – RUSTIC ROSE
30g gloss 9/03
+ 20g gloss 8/3
+ 10g gloss 7/44
+ 5vol/1.5% activator

FORMULA 1 – PRE-LIGHTEN
true light white
+ 8.5vol/2.55% activator

FORMULA 2 – LACE ROSE
30g gloss 10/03
+ 10g gloss 7/44
+ 20vol/6% activator

THE LOOK:

FRANZISKA

FORMULA 2 – PEARL PORCELAIN
equal parts gloss 10/28
+ gloss 10/02
+ 5vol/1.5% activator

THE LOOK:

ANNA

1. Apply On The Rebound™ to mid lengths and ends of damp hair. 1. Prep damp hair for volume and shine with Motor Mouth , evenly
distribute through all hair.
2. Build lived-in texture with Joyride™ on damp hair.
3. Dry hair using a paddle brush and use hands to create shape. 2. Roughly blow dry hair with hands to create Bed Head texture.
Joyride in hands and work through mid-lengths and
4. Complete look with Flexi Head™ flexible hold hairspray. 3. Spread
end to give lived-in definition.
4. Finish off with Flexi Head for moveable hold.
™

®

™

™
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PURE INDULGENCE

Antique Golds | Vintage Rose Golds | Chocolate Suedes

A

dd a touch of luxury to your
haircolour services with these
opulent, indulgent shades.
Developed by the TIGI
International Creative Team, the 8 new shades
allow colourists to delight clients with
beautiful, wearable and expensive looking
haircolour that they will love.
These shades create head-turning, desirable
hair that is flattering to any complexion and
promises to be hugely popular with clients
who are looking to indulge themselves in
looks of the season.

“The colour palette for this autumn and winter is rich, deep and complex, and we’re using
techniques like Diffused Silhouette to give the face a flattering contouring effect. I’m
excited about these new shades because they’re completely on-trend for both creative
and fundamental applications.”
TIGI® Global Creative Technical Director

Autumn/Winter15 TRENDS

with Thomas Osborn,
TIGI US Creative Director
& VP of Education and
Adriana Papaleo US Session Director

TIGI is interpreting the moods and key trends from Autumn/Winter 2015 Runways and how they translate to hair.
“As Mara [Hoffman]’s
collection embraced
other-world landscapes
and the spirit that never
breaks, we wanted to
create a modern and
wearable Lady Luke
Skywalker look. We
designed intergalactic
warrior tresses to
complement the Jedi
inspired collection and
also translate off
the runway.”

“As the Libertine
collection was designed
for the all-natural and
spirited wearer to feel
the energy – so too did
we want this reflected in
the hair, reminiscent of
an Indian Goddess. The
inspired combination of
Surrealism and future
is allowed is to develop
a soft, no fuss look with
an unexpected pop of
colour as a nod to the
creative wanderlust of
the collection.”
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WINTER NOMAD

This versatile and wearable look complete with earthy and warm toned fabrics and prints
that reflect natural hair colors. With these looks the hair is often in braids or mimicking
ethnic traditions. It can be tucked into the clothes for a continuous, blended look.
Featured at: Burberry, Alice Temperly, Topshop Unique, and Mara Hoffman
Get the Look: Try Catwalk® Root Boost™ Spray for windswept volume or
Session Series™ Salt Spray for touchable-texturized locks.

4

4

METALLIC
WARRIOR

Continuing the post-punk era and cinematic
references of Mad Max, designers were
inspired by an expensive Goth look that
remained styled and polished. Models had
a futuristic tough girl attitude about them
with a wet and shiny hair style.
Featured at: Julien McDonald, Armani,
Givenchy, and Iris Van Herpen
Get the Look: Use Catwalk® Strong Hold
Mousse and Firm Hold Hairspray, and for
extra shine try Camera Ready™. To gloss
those curls use Curls Rock Amplifier™.
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ECCENTRIC ELEGANCE

Vivienne Westwood demonstrated this Brittania trend with a mix of plaids, tweeds, and
clashing bold prints. With this trend, classic retro fashion is turning cool. Hair is styled
simply and pulled back, sometimes completed with an accessory for a modest and
fashionable look, marking the return of the accessorized up-do.
Featured at: Vivienne Westwood, Prada, Miu Miu, and House of Holland
Get the Look: Use either Catwalk® Root Boost™ Spray for lift, or Catwalk® Bodifying
Spray™ for texture, and finish with Session Series™ Work It Hairspray to create hold.

3
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ETERNAL HIPPIE

The 70s embrace a glamourous vibe using muted clashing paisleys and flower prints
with flowing and feminine tailoring. Much like the actual 70s, bold parts are making
a statement. Changing your part is an easy way to create a different style every day.
Featured at: Valentino, Chloe, and Matthew Williamson
Get the Look: Try Catwalk® Bodifying Spray™ from mid-length to end and
Catwalk® Camera Ready™ on top for detailing.
4

4
For behind the scenes footage and quick how-tos for these AW15 looks, visit youtube.com/CatwalkbyTIGI

Salon Owners, Phil and Janice Edinger tell us their story of
salon success, expansion and their love of all things TIGI ®!

B

eing in business since the 1980s, especially the beauty business, we have
seen unbelieveable change. We understand that there are dozens of changes
that we need to adapt to and plan for every year. We have seen many changes
within the industry and in the way business in general happens. We know that if
you’re not going up, you are going down. Learning early in our venture that you
must have mentors, experts, consultants and anyone you can learn from in your life is essential.
Relationships (healthy relationships) such as the one with Attitudes and TIGI, going back to Janice’s
trip to London 30 yrs ago, discovering Toni & Guy and committing to legendary education and
to people with vision and dedication is the most significant lesson learned. TIGI® products have
been part of Attitudes and our success since they have been available in the USA. Products
and product performance is important. The people behind the products are by far more important
to a successful business.

Q: How long has Attitudes been in business?
A: Attitudes began in 1989, after converting a salon Janice owned since 1984.
Q: How did you come up with idea for the salon?
A: A trip to London in 1985 inspired Attitudes salon. Seeing the culture
of Toni & Guy, wanting to work in a environment that we could
communicate in the same language.
Q: What’s your favorite hairstyle or color trend happening right now?
A: I love all the variations of under cutting and working with
disconnections. Global lighting and intermixing different tones.
Zigzag patterns and balayage patterns.
Q: What TIGI® brands does your salon carry?
A: If TIGI® makes it, we carry it!!!
Q: What is the salons go-to TIGI® product?
A: Bed Head® Oh Bee Hive™ - so many uses. Bed Head® Headrush™ - shine
and separation. Catwalk® Root Boost™ - just because.

Q:
A:
Q:
A:

Are any of your stylists TIGI® educators or TIGI® brand ambassadors?
We have 2 TIGI Ambassadors currently, 1 working towards art team.
How important is education to your salon?
Our belief is that without education happening constantly and
continually it’s impossible to stay successful.

Q: Where do you plan to take Attitudes in the future?
A: We have just begun a new path and set a daring destination of taking the
company to new financial heights. Opening our newest salon in an
outstanding outdoor mall atmosphere, and totally renewing our
commitment and space at our Sylvania location by focusing more on the
clients take home needs.
Q: Are you working on any other projects right now?
A: Our newest initiative is leadership training. Realizing that we are all leaders
in some way to someone, we offer leadership programs to anyone
committed to growing in this direction. Determined to grow bigger and
faster than ever before it will take a bigger and better leadership team.

TIGI TRENDS Q4/OCTOBER/NOVEMBER/DECEMBER

TIGI
COLLECTION
2016

The new TIGI Collection 2016 will be used as the inspiration for TIGI Education at
the TIGI European Academy in London and in other academies across the globe.
The new collection demonstrates the TIGI International Creative Team’s
process of working together globally, sharing ideas and creating concepts
they can communicate with hairdressers.
“Overall, we know, salon clients choose the look they want for their own fashion
identity and as hairdressers we must provide the expertise to meet their vision.
The starting point for the new TIGI Collection 2016 comes from the underlying
unity between cut and colour. In effect this is one service, designed to achieve
the perfect hairstyle, reflecting the fashion image and personality of the individual.
The Collection brings together the key TIGI brands and shows the essential use
of products in the creation of the final looks.” Says Anthony Mascolo, TIGI
International Artistic Director. “This
Collection has been created as a starting
point to expand creativity. I believe from
the beginning of our career journey, we
need a rounded amalgamation of different
techniques, building on this knowledge as we progress, gaining greater experience
and confidence on the way. As hairdressers, it’s important we continually expand
our portfolio of ideas, constantly learning new ways to style and finish hair.
With the new ideas in this collection, we hope you can push your creative
boundaries, evolving and enhancing your own work.”
Contact your TIGI® sales specialist to bring the new TIGI Collection to your salon.

#TIGITAKEOVER
	
  

Bed Head® Totally Beachin’™ in Behind The Chair

S Factor™ Body Booster™ shows up in the pages of
In Style

Bed Head for Men Matte Separation™ Wax
appears in the August issue of Beauty Launchpad

Bed Head® Joyride™ featured in Marie Claire

SUMMER SPOTLIGHT!

As summer comes to a close, TIGI products are continuing to rock the
world’s of hairdressers and clients alike! Long time favorites Bed Head
for Men Matte Separation™ Wax and S Factor™ Body Booster™ have had
®
regular editorial features as must-haves for phenomenal hair. Bed Head by TIGI® Totally Beachin’™ Shampoo and Conditioner is making waves
within the hairdressing community and was featured in Beauty Launchpad’s August issue. And last, but not least, Bed Head® Joyride™ made its FIRST
consumer editorial appearance in the September issue of Marie Claire’s ‘Think Pink’ section!

Children With Hair Loss 11th Annual ‘Charity Ball’ Fundraising Gala
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 2015

The 11th Annual Charity Ball is a festive night of celebration and is CWHL’s largest annual
fundraising event, featuring a hair show, starring CWHL recipient children and donors as
the models! Each guest will also receive a gift bag filled with TIGI® Hair Care products!
For tickets, visit www.childrenwithhairloss.us or call 734.379.4400
All profits from the event directly benefit CWHL and their recipient children.

/CWHLMI

@CWHL_org

@CWHL_org

TotalBeauty.com Awards TIGI takes music
Thousands of products were reviewed,
world on a Joyride
and TIGI was chosen. Congratulations

TONIGUYFRANCHISE.COM
@TONIGUYUSA
#TONIGUYUSA

®

to the following winners!

OUR LEGACY
IS YOUR
SECRET WEAPON.
JOIN THE FAMILY!

SALON AND ACADEMY FRANCHISING OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE

This advertisement and the franchise sales information contained herein do not represent an offer to sell a franchise. The offer of a franchise can only be made through the delivery of
a franchise disclosure document. Certain states require that we register the franchise disclosure document in those states. We are not directing the communications on this advertisement
to the residents of any of those states. We will not offer or sell franchises in those states until we have registered the franchise (or obtained an applicable exemption from registration)
and delivered the franchise disclosure document to the prospective franchisee that complies with applicable law. NEW YORK NOTICE: This advertisement is not an offering. An offering can only be made by a prospectus filed first with the Department of Law of the State of New York. Such filing does not constitute approval by the Department of Law. TONI&GUY
Hairdressing Academy Franchise, LP, 2311 Midway Road, Carrollton, Texas 75006; TONI&GUY Salon Franchising Company, LLC, 2311 Midway Road, Carrollton, Texas 75006.

www.tigiprofessional.com

/TIGIProfessional /BedHeadbyTIGI /CatwalkbyTIGI /SFactorbyTIGI

TIGI® teamed up with celebrity
stylist Gregory Russell to create
an ‘over-the-top textured ponytail,’
Thrill-seekers everywhere, take note!
This look was created using a
cocktail of many Bed Head® classics
and everyone’s new favorite product,
Joyride™ Texturizing Powder Balm.

READER’S CHOICE
VOLUMIZER:
Catwalk® Root Boost™

EDITORS’ PICK
DEEP CONDITIONER:
S Factor™ Serious Conditioner

EDITORS’ PICK
SHINE ENHANCER:
S Factor™ True Lasting Colour Hair Oil

Source: Getty Images
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